Abstract. High mobility of vehicles, limited transmission range of roadside units (RSUs), and channel status (busy or idle) cause dynamic topological changes in Vehicular Networks (VNs). Due to these dynamic topological changes, maintaining full connectivity arises as a main communication challenge in VNs. Moreover, the high number of channel switching also effects the quality of network connectivity causing an another significant problem in VNs. In order to overcome these challenges, we analyze the full connectivity provisioning in VNs by proposing four cognitive channel selection algorithms, parameterizing the vehicle satisfaction ratio and the number of channel switching. Specifically, the proposed channel selection algorithms provide minimal channel switching ratio while conserving full network connectivity. We also compare the results of multi-channel selection and single channel selection and simulation results show that network connectivity can be enhanced while optimizing the channel switching with our proposed cognitive channel selection algorithms.
Introduction
With recent advances in online embedded mobile applications, traffic safety and efficiency have gained major importance in vehicular networks. Among them, online safety, monitoring, tracking and infotainment applications can be listed as leading examples. To support these applications and to enhance network performance, RSUs are deployed for vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication pattern. However, one of the main distinct characterization of vehicular networks is high mobility of vehicles. In addition to the high mobility of vehicles, limited transmission range of RSUs and channel status (busy or idle) cause dramatic changes behaviours of the network topology influencing network performance negatively. In such a dynamic network topology, maintaining continuous and robust connectivity will be significantly difficult in vehicular networks.
Specifically, after The U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated bandwidth of 75 MHz in the 5.9 GHz frequency band for dedicated short range communication in 1999, many attractive applications have become more popular in transportation system. However, although new applications and innovations emerged in transportation system, increasing bandwidth requirement in these online applications cause new problem; spectrum scarcity. To utilize unused spectrum bands, dynamic spectrum access (DSA) has been proposed in many researches to supply growing demand [1] [2] [3] . However, due to changing channel availability status, network connectivity is more challenging in vehicular networks.
Moreover, the number of channel switching effects the quality of network connectivity in vehicular networks. Each channel switching results with intermittent connectivity and communication duration continuously changes depending on network topology. Vehicles need to exploit the channel status to check availability of channels at all times. Therefore, when the number of channel switching increases, the quality of network connectivity will effect by causing communication disruptions. Therefore, the quality of communication is related to determine best available channels dynamically.
These aforementioned challenges, maintaining full network connectivity, channel switching and dynamic channel allocation, is investigated in many researches with different approaches in vehicular networks.
[4] presents a knowledge-based learning to service vehicular communications and proposes the use of Vehicular Dynamic Spectrum Access (VDSA). The authors investigate channel selection problem and calculate channel switching and channel access rate in a realistic simulation environment.
[5] researches dynamic channel selection schemes and focus on channel switching in multi-hop vehicular ad hoc networking and evaluate the total time of transmission and the amount of transmitted data in DSA inter-vehicle networks. In [6], the authors study on the learning techniques to use in many applications in VDSA and determine channel availability status to analyze channel prediction and selection process. [7] presents channel allocation algorithm using game theory in Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs).
Moreover, there exist many works related to connectivity in vehicular networks. [8] proposes an analytical model to improve connectivity in vehicular networks. The effect of road traffic parameters (traffic flow, speed), transmission range of vehicle on the connectivity is described with the proposed model. [9] investigates the relationship between mobility and network connectivity with different mobility models for realistic VANET by proposing an analytical framework. In [10], authors combine two concepts, cooperative communications and analog network coding (ANC), to improve network connectivity and capacity in vehicular networks.
Even though the connectivity challenge has been analyzed in these aforementioned studies, a full connectivity maintenance has not been investigated while optimizing continuous connectivity, channel switching and channel allocation simultaneously in vehicular networks.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose cognitive channel selection algorithms to evaluate the relationship between network connectivity and channel switching in vehicular networks. We analyze the connectivity problem with different traffic
